Abstract. We report the discovery with the Ulysses unified radio and plasma wave (URAP) instrument of features in the Jovian hectometer (HOM) wavelength radio emission spectrum which recur with a period about 2-4% longer than the Jovian System III rotation period. We conclude that the auroral HOM emissions are periodically blocked from "view" by regions in the torus of higher than average density and that these regions rotate more slowly than System III and persist for considerable intervals of time. We have reexamined the Voyager planetary radio astronomy (PRA) data taken during the flybys in 1979 and have found similar features in the HOM spectrum. Contemporaneous observations by Brown (1994) show an [SII] emission line enhancement in the Io plasma torus that rotates more slowly than System III by the same amount as the HOM feature.
Introduction
Jupiter is a prolific source of nonthermal radio emissions. serve. The variations between the two parts of HOM are evident; rarely are the lower-and higher-longitude portions of equal intensity. Rather, one part is dominant for several rotations followed by the other part.
The most striking and totally unexpected feature in Plate 2 is the tendency for intensity patterns to drift in longitude. The drifts are always toward higher longitudes with increasing rotation number. These drifts are particularly evident in the higher-longitude portion of HOM between January 1 and 15 but can also be seen at many other places in the plate. The drift rate differs from the planetary rotation rate by about 3%, consistent with System IV, as shown. In retrospect, some suggestion of this drifting phenomenon can be seen in Plate 1, again in the higher longitude part of HOM, where the peak intensity tends to appear at successively higher longitudes in each panel.
Power spectral analysis of the entire 100-rotation (January 1 through February 8, 1992) data set for all 12 URAP RAR channels is shown in Figure 2 bright spot, however, is the longitude of the spot itself. Nevertheless, it can be seen that usually when the bright spot is near the central meridian, the HOM intensity seems to be diminished. Since the magnetic field lines passing through the bright spot at that instant do not generally also pass through the HOM source regions, we must conclude that the primary effect is on propagation of the HOM emission. We believe that the high-density spot must periodically refract HOM emission away from the observer's line of sight.
We have shown that there exists a long-lived feature in the Jovian HOM spectrum that rotates with the System IV. The feature manifests itself as a diminution in intensity. Optical 
